Weblutions
Commissions
This document covers all the introductory pricing and guidelines for commissions conducted by
Weblutions. Before requesting a commission take the aspects of this document and guidelines in
mind.

What software do we create?
We create multiple types of software products. However, for commissions, we specialize and focus
on website creation in both the front-end and back-end, along with this we take a couple of other
commission types as well. Commissions we will usually always take on include:
- Static websites
- Dynamic websites (database integrated)
- FaxStore themes
- FaxStore extensions

What software we don’t work on?
There are some areas that we will not create software products in along with some commissions we
will not take on.
- FiveM resources, we will not create FiveM or most game assets, dependent on the platforms
guidelines.
- Already sold items, we will not create content that we already sell as a base, for example, a
storefront.
- If you’re looking at a storefront consider getting a theme from us for FaxStore.
We always have the right to not provide service for commissions that our team don’t want to take on.

Prices
As with most commissions prices can vary depending on the needs and wants of the project.
However, there is a set of base prices that are defined below.
- Static websites; from $30
- Dynamic websites; from $55
- FaxStore themes; from $25
- FaxStore extension; from $25
A base hourly rate of $4.99 applies to all projects which is tracked by actual programming and writing
time via typing. This hourly rate will be applied to the final payment - with the programming activity report attached.
When a commission project has been accepted a deposit of half the base price is to be paid before
the project works start, this is a non-refundable deposit. On completion, the final payment will be
made which contains the second half of the base price along with any hourly rates.

